
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

Euro Pianos Naples new Aire baby grand shares the spotlight with Rock Star Pianist 
for one man show at Southampton Inn, New York   
 
 
Southampton, New York –  Summer 2018 
 
Rock Star Pianist Konstantin 
Soukovetski, celebrated 
international pianist and composer 
will be in residence at Southampton 
Inn for his new one man show, titled 
In His Shoes. Claude’s at the 
Southampton Inn is introducing their 
first ever piano cabaret on Thursday 
evenings at 7:30 pm, beginning with 
an exclusive prix fixe dinner menu, 
followed by the performance.  (631) 
283-6500  FIND A TABLE  

 

The Aire, a product of Euro Pianos 
Naples, is a new model baby grand 
fusing a traditional wood case with 
acrylic legs, lid and lyre to inspire a 
levitating “on air” crystal grand piano 
that projects modernity as well as 
creative vision. It is an ideal vehicle 
for Soukovetski’s innovative 
performances, enhancing the glamor and glitter of his showmanship. 

In His Shoes will showcase his own versions of the popular hits of Madonna, Celine Dion and 
other iconic artists, as well as his experiences from his international career as a Russian-
American coming of age in New York City. The artist will be wearing his renowned exclusive 
shoe designs, By Konstantin Homme, which are specialty shoes and accessories implementing 
Swarovski elements. 

 



 

 

About Euro Pianos Naples: 

Euro Pianos Naples is a respected distributor of European luxury musical instruments. The 
company’s origin dates back to 1965. Euro Pianos represents world renowned brands such as 
Sauter, and it has recently become a manufacturer of its own instruments – the acrylic Aire and 
the mid century modern Echo. Apart from being a successful retailer and entrepreneur 
organization, Euro Pianos is actively engaged in the artistic and community life of Naples, 
Florida as an organizer and supporter of musical events throughout the years. 
 

Contact Info: 

 

Sergei Lugovskoy 

Euro Pianos Naples 

info@europianosnaples.com 

(239) 216-2393 

 

 


